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Reviews

This issue of Play Today is packed with reviews of the latest board games,
card games, role-playing games, miniatures games, and wargames.
Whether you're looking for a new game to play with your friends or family,
or you're just interested in learning more about the hobby, you'll find
something to love in Play Today Volume 107.
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Some of the games reviewed in this issue include:

Wingspan: A beautiful and engaging game about birdwatching

Everdell: A charming and strategic game about building a forest city

Gloomhaven: A massive and complex dungeon-crawling game

Root: A clever and asymmetrical game about woodland creatures

Azul: A simple and elegant tile-laying game

Interviews

In addition to reviews, Play Today Volume 107 also features interviews with
some of the most respected game designers in the industry. In this issue,
you'll get to hear from:

Elizabeth Hargrave, the designer of Wingspan

James Wilson, the designer of Everdell

Isaac Childres, the designer of Gloomhaven

Cole Wehrle, the designer of Root

Michael Kiesling, the designer of Azul

Previews

If you're looking for a glimpse of what's to come in the world of board
games, Play Today Volume 107 has you covered. This issue includes
previews of some of the most anticipated games of 2023, including:
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Dune: Imperium – A new game based on the classic science fiction
novel

Oath: Chronicles of Empire and Exile – A massive and ambitious game
from the creator of Root

Ark Nova – A zoo-building game from the designer of Terraforming
Mars

Lost Ruins of Arnak – A deck-building game set in a lost civilization

Cascadia – A tile-laying game about creating a beautiful habitat for
wildlife

Strategy

Play Today Volume 107 also includes a number of articles on strategy and
tactics for board games. In this issue, you'll learn how to:

Choose the right game for your group

Develop a winning strategy

Counter your opponents' tactics

Play to your strengths

Avoid common mistakes

Tactics

In addition to strategy, Play Today Volume 107 also covers tactics for
specific games. In this issue, you'll find tips for playing:

Wingspan



Everdell

Gloomhaven

Root

Azul

Hobby

Play Today Volume 107 also includes a number of articles on the hobby of
board gaming. In this issue, you'll learn about:

The history of board games

The different types of board games

How to get started with board gaming

The benefits of board gaming

The future of board gaming

Gaming

Play Today Volume 107 is a must-have for any board game enthusiast.
This issue is packed with reviews, interviews, previews, strategy, tactics,
and more. Whether you're a casual gamer or a seasoned pro, you'll find
something to love in Play Today Volume 107.

So what are you waiting for? Pick up your copy of Play Today Volume 107
today!
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Parasols and Peril: Adventures in Grace
In the quaint town of Grace, where secrets hide in plain sight and danger
lurks beneath the surface, a group of extraordinary young women
embark on...

Flight Attendant Joe: A Dedicated Professional
in the Aviation Industry
Flight Attendant Joe is a highly experienced and dedicated flight
attendant who has been working in the aviation industry for over 15
years. He has...
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